
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

And he would have noticed an unusual activity in this working world; secret
meetings _____________________ every hand.
1.

(hold on)

Human lives _____________________ up as a sacrifice upon the altar of
our country, and thousands of homes would sit in dread suspense until it
should be known upon whom the fatal blows had fallen.

2.

(offer)

She even found that she ______________________ toward her, and was
submitting to her influence as to a spell.
3.

(attract)

And if it turned out that the crew were preparing trouble it was no time to
show that they _____________________ unless the danger were imminent.
4.

(watch)

In the market-place beneath, the weekly market _________________.5.
(hold)

The moon weed ___________________ back on a wide front and by
morning would be entirely surrounded.
6.

(drive)

In that spirit the various contests _________________________.7.
(carry out)

Before the end of January, plans ____________________ for the
homeward journey.
8.

(form)

When the meal was over, and while the table ____________________,
Jack wandered out into the porch, and stood watching the rain.
9.

(clear)

This opened into the baggage room, and a perfect ocean of trunks
___________________ about in there.
10.

(toss)

I could only spend two days at home, as my regiment
______________________ in Paris, and I had to join it.
11.

(organize)

I was almost positive I ____________________.12. (trail)
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As he spoke, the heavy report of a cannon told that one of the pieces
mounted at the main gate ____________________ into action.
13.

(bring)

Each man could have a bath every three days, and the baths
___________________ to.
14.

(add)

She __________________________ by a colored boy who lived not far
away.
15.

(take care of)

He was sixteen years of age, and his birthday
_______________________ with great display.
16.

(celebrate)

So our ships ______________________ on all sides, and despite the
bravery of the defence the situation must have appeared somewhat
desperate.

17.

(attack)

The space ship ___________________ at the five remaining planes.18.
(hurl)

As the corpse ____________________ away afterwards the sun shone
right through it; so that in the middle of the shadow cast by the body was a
bright round spot exactly the same size and shape as the bore of a gun.

19.

(carry)

During all the time their capture ____________________, the herd of
quaggas had remained in sight, disporting themselves upon the open plain.
20.

(plan)
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